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into. This graphic memoir is the story of his life during wartime, a story told with poignant intimacy and
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Across a generation, a deep friendship blossomed between Alan Cope and author/artist Emmanuel Guibert.
From it, Alan's War was born – a graphic novel that is a deeply personal and moving experience, straight
from the heart of the Greatest Generation – a unique piece of WWII literature and a ground-breaking graphic
memoir.
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From Reader Review Alan's War: The Memories of G.I. Alan Cope
for online ebook

Chris says

Eh. The first half was quite interesting. I would rate that as probably 4 stars, no question. It details Cope's
time as an armored car driver in the last couple years of WWII. He apparently saw no combat, which isn't a
big deal, since MANY soldiers saw no combat. He served mostly in the occupying forces in southern
Germany and Czechoslovakia. An interesting look into military life, and all the usual soldierly hijinks.

But yeah. Then he left the service. From that point on, it was like a 6 year old was telling the story. "I met
this guy, and he was really nice, but then I didn't know where he was, which is sad, and then I met this
family, and they were nice, and then I met this girl that was nice and I should have married her instead of my
first wife, and then I met another girl who I should have married instead of my first wife, and then I climbed
a mountain, and then I tried to find myself through interpretive dance (really), then I had a gay friend, then I
got married a second time, then I got a divorce the end." (Sorry for spoilers...)

Ugh. It was a narrative-free list of people he had met and why they were cool. There's a reason everyone
doesn't get a biography. Because sometimes people live boring lives. And that's fine! I sure have. But if they
had trimmed it to his war experiences, and immediate post-war stuff, it would have been an interesting,
valuable look at a different angle of the war experience. As it was.... meh.

The art was ok, I guess, nothing fantastic. And frankly, even great art couldn't have saved the last 1/3rd of
the book.

Melki says

The first half of this book deals with Alan Cope's experiences serving in a tank during WWII. It reminded
me of Another River, Another Town: A Teenage Tank Gunner Comes of Age in Combat--1945 by John P.
Irwin, though I think on the whole, Irwin's book is much better.

I enjoyed Cope's adventures in basic training, and though his combat exploits are not very exciting - he gets a
Purple Heart (for falling off a ladder!) - I found them interesting.

The Good War came to an end, but unfortunately, Cope's story continued. The last part of the book is
devoted to his post-war experiences. My eyes began to glaze over as I read detailed accounts of mountain
climbing, Cope's attempts to "find himself", and one particular couple who are of interest only because they
knew famous people. I had to force myself to finish.

On the plus side, I liked the layout of the book. It had sort of a scrapbooky feel to it, and the photo album at
the end was a nice touch.

It did make me wonder about the strangers we meet on a daily basis and what stories they might have to tell.



Steve says

Written and Illustrated by Emmanuel, this graphic memoir reads like you are sitting and talking to an old
uncle about his life. Cope, a WWII vet, tells of his experience in the service during WWII and his life after
the war. The black and white illustrations are beautiful and really help tell the story, giving you a feel for the
people and places which pass through Cope's life. That is what it feels like too, Cope is just passing through
life, he has no real friends, no real attachment to a person or a place, he is adrift with no direction. While the
look at service during WWII is interesting and worth the read, Cope's life after the war left me with a
depressing feeling that brought down my enjoyment of this memoir.

Seth T. says

One of the biggest hurdles of autobiography and memoir is that by virtue of the author’s life not being
complete, the character portrayed must be a fiction. The author’s avatar is a fiction because the author, not
having a perspective outside himself, has not really the ability to determine plot and direction and who his
character actually is or will be. Because a reader is primarily prompted to read biographical non-fiction for
its interaction with real life and real events,[1] the story loses its most powerful draw by fictionalizing its
subject. Removing true character arcing in this manner usually guts the biograph of its luster, turning the
youthful memoir into a singular evidence of the author’s arrogance—a twenty-year-old man who tells you
where his story is headed is full-up on the kind of hubris that pretends that we are the masters of our
destinies’ directions.[2]

Alan’s War, while avoiding this pitfall, provides pretty strong evidence for why autobiography is often
foolish. As it is narrated by Alan Cope but edited and compiled and recounted by Emanuel Guibert after
Cope’s death, we are greeted with a long-lens view of Cope’s life (even if much of the content comes from
Cope himself). As with most all of us, Cope in his teens is different from Cope in his twenties and Cope in
his thirties is different from Cope in his forties. And so on throughout his life. Alan’s War collects a handful
of completely different Alan Copes. If the book was a Blankets-style memoir penned by a twenty-three-year-
old Cope, it’s a sure bet that fifty-year-old Cope would reject it entirely. He understands why he was the
person he was but also understands that Young Cope could never have imagined Old Cope.

Cope’s life was built of experiences, and the intimate intercourse with those historical meetings and states
and phenomena altered him—as experiences always will. I’m not really any kind of determinist, but it’s easy
to see how we are all forged by the moments we survive. I have not become who I am without the things that
have happened to and around me. And neither are you.

In my late twenties, on my fourth trip to Europe, I spent several days wandering around Budapest. I stayed in
a dive hostel (where I was nearly impaled through the chest with a wooden stake). I met a pod of three young
women who were traveling Europe separately on extended vacations from Australia, Britain, and New
Zealand respectively. I had been traveling alone and had largely taken in the sights and adventured without



sharing any of my experiences with others. Merely polite back-and-forth with other travelers and locals. Yet
here in Budapest I made friends with these three.

We had a good time seeing the sights, doing pub crawls, being touristy. Eventually, two had to catch their
trains and flights, leaving me and the remainder of the pod a day to take in the city once more, only by
ourselves. We had a grand time. Museums, gardens, public baths, dancing, a cellar-level restaurant. I even
pooped my pants accidentally (due to the cellar-level restaurant), and that just added to the fantastic
spontaneity of the day. It was a colossal experience and one that stays with me even a decade and a half
later.[3] And one that went totally against my nature as an entrenched introvert.

And that’s part of what makes G.I. Cope’s story so fascinating for me. His entire life during WWII is
essentially my few days in Budapest lived over and over, only in hundreds of places with hundreds of
people. Cope talks to everybody and makes friends with everybody. He does as he will because the call of
adventure is his lodestone. I wish sometimes I could live as Cope does, but I would sadly be in a perpetual
state of exhaustion from all that lovely human contact. It is a true thing that later in the day after saying
farewell to the final member of the pod, I was drained of all power and was overwhelmed in an
uncharacteristic sort of homesickness (which contributed to me cutting short my European adventure by a
full week). But Cope, he gets to know everybody and it’s marvelous.

He makes friends with men and women of all nationalities and backgrounds. And because of those
friendships, Alan’s War is tremendous for offering a number of perspectives and beliefs and approaches to
living. Cope becomes an effervescent and participatory fly on the wall of many families across Europe and
gets to see a kind of world that none of his G.I. comrades would ever have known. For that alone Alan’s War
would be something of a treasure, but beautifully, the book holds far more bounty.

Now it may be the weaver’s privilege to edit his own history to portray himself in more contemporary terms,
but Cope throughout his narration is almost entirely free from prejudice and any of the distasteful bad
opinions that we commonly associate with our grandparents’ era. He even goes so far as to express
disapproval and bewilderment at his parents’ occasional classist tendencies. The one point on which he
represents himself in less than glowing terms is in evaluating his religious beliefs and evolution. In fact, it’s
perhaps his relationship to his faith state that most governs the book.

When I said earlier that Cope’s story couldn’t properly be told by stopping at the end of WWII, it was
primarily his religious condition I had in mind. The war on the European front (the only piece of the war that
Cope saw action in) concludes halfway through the book. This was strange to me, and at first I felt that the
second half was just an extremely extended epilogue. After all, it was about Alan’s War, right?—about his
involvement in WWII. Why then spend so much ink and sweat on filling in the blanks of the rest of his life?
My suspicion is that the book’s title doesn’t actually aim toward describing Cope’s experience of WWII but
instead advises the wary reader about something more cosmic going on. Cope as it turns out is participant,
victim, belligerent, casualty, strategist, and beneficiary of the internal war within himself with God and
religion and the concatenated ideologies of all the world.

Cope begins his story as a faithful if minorly disaffected Christian young man. He is eventually assigned to
duty with a chaplain but lets us know he was fine with it because—at that time—he agreed with the beliefs
and practice of the minister. Eventually he is so taken with the man that he believes himself called to become



a minister himself. Later, after the war, he begins a journey of apostasy, abruptly distancing himself from the
church in the midst of one of his seminary classes. His antagonism toward religion only sharpens through
time and puts impassable obstacles between himself and a number of his former relationships. Finally, on the
outward edge of middle age, his dissatisfaction with theological structures transitions to an existential
rejection of most social structures and he comes to something near a whole-life-repurposement. The world
system, he decides, has governed and abused him for too long, so he hopes to find a way to win free from
that.

That the bulk of the second half of the book directly concerns this journey of enlightenment solidifies the
interpretation that this is Cope’s (or Guibert’s) purpose in the book. In the concluding matter, Cope relates a
little diversion about stories:

Pygmies have a tradition I like. They gather around a storyteller and yell out topics. For
instance, when someone in the group says “Love!” the storyteller responds: “Love? It’s like
this.” Or: “Hate? It’s like this.” And then he develops his story. You could call my story:
“War? It’s like this.”

I suspect when Cope says “you could call my story…” he’s not speaking to the episode in which he went to
Europe as part of an armoured car crew. Instead, he’s talking about his life. His life as a very particular kind
of war story. It’s a good story and hits any number of the expected high and low beats. And readers will be
able to exult in and live vicariously through a young man who for all his inexperience was something of a
man of the world.

Cope’s stories are almost exclusively engaging and worth the time you’ll spend in reading them. And
collapsed together into a single volume, they absolutely merit the couple to few hours it will cost to read
them in their entirety. Cope’s life presents the reader with numerous points for self-realization and self-
examination. It’s a good and thorough work and I enjoyed it immensely. There is now a sequel, How the
World Was, that is being billed as a companion. I’ll tackle it in my next review, but as a minor spoiler, I’ll go
on record as saying that it is also completely worth the reader’s time. Guibert is a lovely talent and I hope
more of his work will arrive on American shores.
_______

[Review courtesy of Good Ok Bad.]
_______

Footnotes
1) Ignoring wholly the more philosophical question of whether there really is such a thing as Real Events.

2) I mean, unless he’s just ingested a bucket of arsenic. Then he’s got a pretty good idea when his story will
peter out.

3) We, like summer camp friends, promised to keep in touch. We exchanged email addresses on the backs of
postcards but mine, stuffed in the back pocket of my jeans, was accidentally washed as soon as I got home



and her contact info banished to the Oblivion.

Nicola Mansfield says

This is the story of one man's war. It is not the story of WWII, but the story of one man (Alan Cope) and his
personal day to day life as he lived through those years in France. Alan didn't fight in any famous battles or
according to himself, show any acts of bravery. His war could be called mundane, but no one can go through
fighting and surviving a world war without having tales to tell and these are Alan's tales in his own words
illustrated by Emmanuel Guibert. The book was good and I enjoyed my time with it. There are a few things
that made it not a five-star read for me. It drags a bit, being overly long. Guibert doesn't do as much of his
photograph/illustration mixture artwork for a good portion of the book, which I can understand because of
the lack of photos taken during the actual combat years, but still I felt their absence. Finally, I simply didn't
like Alan. I had a small inking after reading the story of his childhood that as an adult he might rub me the
wrong way, and this book certainly confirmed that. I didn't like his worldview, outlook, or opinions. So that
does take away from the enjoyment of reading the minutia of his life. But all told I did like this quiet,
personal look at one man's war.

Lars Guthrie says

Don't be looking for a 'Combat' comic book, even though it's a comic book and even though it's about World
War II. Most war stories probably don't fit the standard narrative (mine didn't) and Alan Cope's war story is
almost peripheral, except that it is the genesis for a voyage of self-discovery that touches on gypsies, Henry
Miller, and fundamentalist Christianity. The book's soul is Gerhard Muensch, a forgotten classical pianist
and composer, who guides Cope toward art, life, and living.

Michele says

It's remarkable how boring WWII can be when you spend 300+ pages memorializing the experiences of a GI
who saw no combat, saw very little suffering or death, and spent most of his time fraternizing with civilians.
He seems to be clueless about the consequences of the war, the war crimes committed, the nazis, etc. He
doesn't seem to be curious about Germany or the war itself. He disobeys orders and fraternizes with enemies
because they feed him good food and play classical music on their piano. Utterly stupid. Its like a boy scout
encampment where the only thing he wonders about is whether his bunkmates are gay.

Paul says

Generally when there is a book taking place during World War II it is a book about World War II, however
Alan’s war proves this doesn’t have to be the case. Alan is a soldier during World War II who never sees



combat and barely has any direct influence on the war efforts. It may seem like a waste of time to show
Alan’s life when it could be about the actual war, however because the book doesn’t focus on the war the
reader is able to see the effects of the war and what life was like for the people who weren’t involved. It’s
great to see a completely different perspective on an event that has hundreds of books written about it. I
won’t say just how everything looks when people aren’t focused on the war because I highly recommend it,
it is very enjoyable to read and you can learn a lot from it. It doesn’t have the best drawings but it is very
well written and the story progresses at a good pace to remain interesting without getting confusing.

Alain says

I've just finished reading (and re-reading a bit also) Alan's war, in its original French edition. It's a great
piece of work, being both Art and documentary. When you know the second world war and you've enjoyed
the great novels that satirize it (by Evelyn Waugh and many others) by staying close to the truth, you can
probably laugh through the first two thirds of this book. It isn't meant to be a satire, but it points out the
absurdities of war so well, and with such a delicate, gentle touch, that I couldn't help smiling.

The last third of this work covers the post-war era and it's much less coherent than the first two thirds. It's
also less funny, since the absurdities of military life have gone away. But it's when things get serious that
you realize that this is after all a biography of sorts. That's when you want to re-read the first two thirds
again, in light of what you've learned about the character, the hero, Alan Ingram Cope.

I read this graphic novel at the same time that I was reading about another Alan in "Alanna: The First
Adventure" a very good adventure story for young girls. In it the heroine, Alanna, passes as a boy in order to
become a knight. Of course, she has everyone call her Alan, as she learns sword play and other aspects of the
art of war. It was a nice contrast with the adventures of that other Alan, who was learning how to drive tanks,
shoot rifle grenades and use field cipher machines.

I wonder how it feels to read all this in English. One day I'll have to take a look a the English version.

Steve says

Alright. I really enjoyed the graphic novel presentation of this type of story. The artist does an excellent job
of grabbing emotion with pen and ink. But like many other reviews, I perhaps had higher expectations.
There's an M8 Greyhound on the front, I expected perhaps more of a war story. And Alan Cope's war story is
in there, but it was rather anti-climactic. As was the whole story. What, exactly, was "Alan's War"? He
wasn't really fighting against anything... or if he was, it goes unmentioned. One reviewer suggested he
thought Cope was going to reveal at some point that he was gay. I felt that this is what it was leading up to as
well, but ... well, that didn't happen either.

So, all in all, it was a good graphic novel. Worth the week I spent with it. Great graphics and illustrations for
a somewhat ho hum story.



David Schaafsma says

A memoir of Alan Cope's experience as a soldier in WW II in Europe, illustrated by amazingly talented artist
Emmanuel Guibert, who elevates and honors a common man's simple, mostly joyful life. Likeable guy,
unremarkable, not sensational in the least, with no accounts of great battles, only the every day away from
the front, mostly positive experiences which led him to keep connected with the military after the war. If you
like stories of Macbeth or Patton, skip this book, this is the story of an every day foot soldier, a nice guy who
makes many life long friends through the experience. Sort of a non-historian's view of the war. I liked it a
lot. There's one sort of sub-motif, unstated, though I see other reviewers also were curious: is Alan gay? He
hints at it, but never reveals. Is this important? Nah, but it gets hinted at. Sex and soldiering is discussed, but
Cope's sexual experiences (with the exception of a couple failed experiences and indication of a later failed
marriage) are not discussed, though hinted at in a way that makes the reader curious, I think.

One other issue that is interesting is why Cope decides to not live in America after the war; his family didn't
send him off warmly, which hurt him, and he comes to prefer Europe as "deeper" than the US... He seems to
make friends with people who are talented and who have friends who are famous people, but we don't see
Cope as having a particular talent for anything! Yet I turn the pages, find him likeable and engaging, a
historian of the every day.

Guibert listens to Cope's story and draws what HE sees, and this impressionistic result, with plenty of space
for reader imagination/construction, works for Cope--Cope likes it even if the places Guibert imagines are
nothing like the ones in Cope's memory--and for me. Guibert has the same level of forgiveness for Cope's
obvious little mistakes--who cares? Leave it as he said, it's not important, etc., what's important is his
storytelling....

Guibert is a French non-fiction graphic biographer, journalist (The Journalist is his much acclaimed work but
I liked this better for its intimacy and charm and for the friendship it gives evidence to) of pretty amazing
talent. I liked this much more than I thought I would. I have just read Onward Toward our Noble Death, a
Japanese soldier anti-war memoir by Mizuki, and taken together, both help you reflect on the experience of
the every day soldier (an experience my Dad, both brothers and I avoided, thank goodness)...I also just
finished A Chinese Life by Li and it is also a compelling story of an unremarkable guy, also documenting a
life that covers those (but for Li, non-soldier) years, also just a regular guy, and all three memoirs show us
the buffonery (and in Mizuki's case the tragedy) of bureaucracy, of thinking like a state. All three people
come off as more interesting than any "superior" officer, for sure. And the art is terrific.

Licha says

Artwork: Superb. It’s my favorite thing about this book. A lot of these illustrations look like photographs out
of focus or as if they were 3D. That being said, it also makes for an impersonal graphic account of Alan’s
story. As beautiful as the artwork is, you never get a sense of who Alan is. You don’t get those facial
expressions to convey what’s going on at that particular moment. This really is more like sitting down with
an older person as they tell you the story behind an album of old photographs, interesting, but without
allowing you to invest a personal stake in the memories.

The printed text is also beautiful to look at. I’ve read some graphic novels where it was so hard to read the
text either because it was so jumbled together, too dark, or illegible print. This font is not only beautiful, but



is neat and color appropriate, dark against light background and light against dark background. I never had to
squint or struggle to figure out what the text said. I’m very critical of illegible handwriting. I cannot help it.
There was a time when kids were actually graded on their penmanship and if our papers looked messy or
were hard to read we were made to erase it all and start again. It was part of our report card. Handwriting is a
hobby of mine (can you call it that?), so the print in this book really stuck out for me, in a good way.

The story for me lacked substance. I failed to get a sense of what being in the war was. I hate to downplay
someone’s role in such a historical event, but what I got from this was a somewhat cushioned involvement in
the war. We don’t see much of the fighting, the deprivations, that Alan may have gone through. He earns a
Purple Heart medal only because his sergeant insistently asked Alan if he’d gotten hurt in the war. When
Alan tells him no, the sergeant keeps insisting. Perhaps a scratch or a bruise, he asks. Well, Alan did fall off
a ladder once (his fault). Good enough for the sergeant. Alan gets a medal.
It was a lot of socializing and meeting people and forging friendships with lots of males, which brings me to
this point now. I felt like the author did not dare ask Alan about his sexuality. He alluded several time in the
book that Alan may have been gay. This may not have been relevant to the story of war, but it would have
been interesting to see how this may have been handled back then. We see a couple of instances where
something may have been revealed. We see the excitement Alan has when talking about a new male friend,
but never the same excitement with females. At one point, Alan mentions that after the war he moves to
France, then asks Why France? Well, Alan decides not to tell the reader because that’s his adult secret life.
Huh? Then why bring it up? At another point in time, he wonders whether his refusal to kiss a male friend
provoked the man to commit suicide. He “regrets” not helping out by obliging. If the author chose to include
these tidbits, he certainly felt no need to address them, which makes for a glossed over recollection of a life,
where one chooses to only show what’s good, but not what’s bad.

John says

The French graphic artist met the expatriate Alan Cope by chance, and was so captivated by his World War
II experiences that he produced a rather substantial graphic biography of the man, with a second volume to
follow about Alan's childhood. It's unusual to read even a partial life of someone who has no automatic claim
to our interest — even his war adventures are, for the most part, rather mundane — apart from the quality of
his storytelling. But his talent in conveying his life is a rare and wonderful thing, all the more so because he
speaks with what comes across as unvarnished honesty. In this regard, he is not unlike the early (pre-fame)
Harvey Pekar, and if you enjoy Pekar, you should like this book, too.

Actually, I liked it more. Pekar is the proverbial Sad Sack; Alan Cope is curious, adventurous, and
impulsive, willing to bend some rules to get the most out of his time in the army, especially overseas, where
he fraternizes with the enemy, makes a lot of friends, and, after a brief attempt at a normal life in the US after
demobilization (including a stab at marriage), returns to Europe and lives the rest of his life there. At bottom,
Cope is an acute observer with a warm heart, and registers and retains experiences that most of us would
shove into memory's trash bin, either out of embarrassment or shame. Cope doesn't flaunt these things; he
meditates on them, seeking to discover what they tell him about himself, his life. This, in the end, makes him
a very unusual person, and, in his very quiet way, quite remarkable.



Adam Shields says

Short Review: This is my year of graphic novels. I have been really enjoying how the graphic novel can tell a
story in a different way. This was a recommendation from Seth Hahne (blogger responsible for the incredible
graphic novel review blog http://goodokbad.com ).

Alan's War is the story of Alan Cope, a US soldier in World War II as told to the artist and author of the
book. Roughly half of the book is Cope's story from being drafted and trained and then deployed at the very
end of the war. He continued to serve for a little while after the war in Europe before returning home for
college and to prepare for the ministry. He eventually lost his faith and returned to Europe where he spent the
rest of his life without ever returning to the US.

The book is filled with humor and lots of good story telling. But also a thread of sadness. I picked up a
second volume that was written after Alan's War was published about Cope's growing up years during the
depression.

My full review is on my blog at http://bookwi.se/alans-war/

Andrés Santiago says

This is a wonderful book. The English edition compiles the three volumes of the original French, which were
written years apart. Books 1 & 2 focus on the young Alan being sent to fight in Europe. Book 3 is about the
post-war years and all the relationships he formed over the years. This is a very wordy graphic novel, reading
like a monologue. Alan is a deeply observant and sensitive young man and we can't help but identify with his
experiences and daily struggles. The drawings are economic but very efective.


